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Missive- October, 2023 

 

In the history of human civilization, Karl Marx's statement that History Repeats Itself continues to 

remain axiomatic. This is more than a statement as it reveals a historical truth justifying that human 

ideas are context-driven. Implicit here is also belief that human history moves dialectically which 

means that the nature of transformation is hardly the same because the circumstances do not remain 

static. 

 

The recognition of Santiniketan as a World Heritage Site by UNESCO on 17 September, 2023 is 

the fulfillment of a dream that many of us dreamt for many years. The initiative was undertaken 

in 1921 when Visva-Bharati was founded in one of the remote districts of the then Bengal, 

Birbhum, in 1921 by Gurudev Rabindranath Tagore. With support from his equally committed 

compatriots, it was relatively easier for Gurudev to navigate in tumultuous circumstances 

involving the struggle for India's political emancipation. The collective efforts led to the rise and 

establishment of Visva-Bharati as one of the most prominent centres of alternative method of 

education. It was an unfolding of an alternative pedagogy as well in contrast with Macaulay-

introduced English education in India. In the context of the increasing importance of English 

education as it was a passport for lucrative public employment, Tagore's alternative education was 

not, at all, attractive. Nonetheless, Tagore's relentless endeavour generated a legitimate space 

among the Bengali middle classes who did not appear to have been swayed by the easy availability 

of public jobs. Till 1951, Visva-Bharati was a private initiative; with the acceptance of 1951 Visva-

Bharati Act by India's parliament, the University became a public institution which drew on the 

ideational vision of Tagore linking education with collective well-being.  

 

Visva-Bharati took off well and many those who were associated with the institution under 

Tagore's stewardship endevoured hard to adhere to the bard's ideational vision. There were, of 

course, occasional deviations which were exceptions rather than rules. One however notices 

radical metamorphosis in its nature when West Bengal was passing through severe political chaos. 

Birbhum became notoriously famous by default; Visva-Bharati shared the blame as it hardly 

remained an abode of peace. Instead, it became a nursery of the growth of forces which were 

anything but not conducive to the pursuit of serious academics. Visva-Bharati gradually lost the 

reputation which it had at the outset. It was evident because not only did number of students from 

other states in India and abroad decline, the academicians from elsewhere appeared to have lost 

interest in being associated with Visva-Bharati presumably because it was not the same as it was 

in the immediate past.  

 

What was just a symptom became a chronic deformity of Visva-Bharati in course of time. Many, 

of course, tried to meaningfully address the difficulties; they appear to have lacked the courage 

and elan to successfully halt the decline. Visva-Bharati was, to many, a sinking ship which 

disillusioned many, especially those who were baptized in Tagore's ideational priorities. In other 
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words, the efforts of those determined to wreck the University outweigh those who, despite having 

committed to protect Visva-Bharati's rich legacy, appeared to have taken a back seat as it was, to 

them deemed appropriate then. It was the beginning of a trend that was considered to be ephemeral 

although those who thought so, were soon disillusioned as what appeared to be a mere indifference 

soon became a trend.  

 

For the heritage tag to be bestowed on Santiniketan- Visva-Bharati, many worked relentlessly 

since the place became a centre of alternative learning. Since 2019, Visva-Bharati Parivar received 

a boost once the Hon'ble Chancellor of this University, Shri Narendra Modiji, expressed his desire 

to be associated with this endeavour. It was a god send opportunity for all of us who also nurtured 

the same goal. Equally zealous were the Hon'ble Union Education Minister, Shri Dharmendra 

Pradhanji and his competent colleagues in the Ministry, the Hon'ble Union Minister of Culture, 

Shri G Kishan Reddy and his enthusiastic team in the Ministry and last, not the least, the able and 

committed members of Archeological Survey of India. Without their steadfast commitment to the 

cause, it would not have possible for Santiniketan-Visva-Bharati to attain this rare distinction. We 

owe a great deal to them.  

 

This rare tag would have remained elusive had the members of Visva-Bharati Parivar devoted their 

energy to the realization of their dream. A mere gratitude could never be adequate since what they 

rendered by being tuned to the objective can never be gauged. Their involvement came out of a 

commitment to the institution which allowed them to enjoy worldly comfort as well. It is true and 

I have reasons to believe that mere pecuniary gains acted decisively in persuading my colleagues 

to support the work does not seem to be plausible; what stood out was their selfless commitment 

to the institution barring, of course, a few deviants who, by nature, always enjoy by defaming 

Visva-Bharati which is the source of their worldly existence. They are basically shameless 

creatures who gradually phase out as history is replete with innumerable instances.  

 

As soon as UNESCO included Santiniketan in the World Heritage list on 17 September, 2023, a 

rat race began among the shameless souls all over the state to claim that because of their hard 

work, the very site in the district of Birbhum would never have had the distinction. The claims was 

made by many, including those who, while being several thousand miles away from Visva-Bharati 

lost no time to firmly establish his/her/their claims of being formidable contributors to the achieve 

this feat. This is neither paradoxical nor ironical because the West Bengal also provides 

nourishment to those who tend to mislead the prospective voters by adumbrating what is a white 

lie. The explanation is located in the carefully designed mindset in this Indian province where one's 

expertise is judged not by truthful but by being deceitful. This is unfortunately ubiquitous perhaps 

due to the fact that by being deceptive there is nothing to lose, then why does one inculcate the 

habit of being truth-driven. Isn't a behavioural imbalance that we inadvertently imbibe as it is 

gainful rather temporarily as history demonstrates.  
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Visva-Bharati is a beacon of light. Hence, these miscreants who are clearly losers tend to catch the 

straw with the fear of being drowned away. By being innocent of how human civilization 

progresses, these strikingly stupid creatures seem ignorant that history is cruel to them for they 

misused their birth as human beings. As their aim is to safeguard partisan interests, they soon are 

identified and thrown out of civilized world in no time. Because they are stupid, they do not seem 

to gauge what they are doing and how history will judge them once they are gone as ordinary 

mortals. They may be widely reputed although their deeds as human beings are despicable which 

they tend to not understand because they are incapable of judging the intricate movement of 

history. Hence, they grab what does not belong to them because they are confident that they are 

too strong to be shown the door. But, as history has shown, the trend is temporal and those who 

worked consistently for their narrow gain are soon to be marginalized to the extent of being extinct.  

 

II 

The aim of this missive is twofold. On the hand, contrary to the established practices, I want to put 

on record my own assessment of the ground realities at Visva-Bharati when I am at the saddles of 

power. This will help to articulate my views on the basis of my memory which generally fades 

away with the passage of time; on the other hand, my missive will enable the readers to get the 

views from horse's mouth; or, in other words, as missive contains the voice of a member of Visva-

Bharati Parivar, it will clear out many misgivings prevalent in the public domain.  

 

Visva-Bharati is the source of survival for both the detractors and those who are working for the 

well-being of an institution located in the World Heritage Site of Santiniketan. By putting on 

records their inputs, including those which are also concocted, those who claimed to be journalists 

earn their livelihood; the self-proclaimed devotees of Gurudev Rabindranath Tagore are also 

engaged in safeguarding what they have so far been obtaining by employing the time-tested device 

for fulfilling their exclusive objectives; being students of this Heritage centre of learning, students 

prepare themselves for the battle they need to fight in the wider world for sustenance; teachers and 

non-teaching staff draw salaries which are higher than many of those who work in universities 

other than central universities; the Toto owners and drivers earn by ferrying the tourists; the local 

shopkeepers gain monetarily, do are the hoteliers by providing accommodation to the tourists who 

visit Santiniketan throughout the year. The moot point is to highlight that Santiniketan-Visva-

Bharati cannot be compared with any other worth-visiting tourist spots in Bharat and abroad 

because of the above distinctive reasons. Hence, it bestows responsibilities on us since our quality 

survival is dependent on its continuity as a unique academic institution with equally distinctive 

features.  

 

This is not the place to write a critique of those who nearly failed to discharge their assigned duties 

except to suggest that the well-entrenched mindset favourably disposed towards personal gains 

needs to be discarded. As history demonstrates, bad habits grow fast and the process is just reversed 

presumably because we, as human beings, are instinctively better trained to happily sustain 
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deplorable habits. For instance, illegal extraction of money from Visva-Bharati was hardly an 

offence until the deviants were told so; the discontinuity of five chances to the failed students were 

withdrawn because that was contrary to the rule book; avoidance of the assigned work and keen 

to earn a few quids by doing the same work beyond office hours because this enables the 

employees to claim extra money on top of their salary. This was an overtime culture of the past. 

Now, our non-teaching complete the same work within the office hours; if that is possible now, 

why was overtime work was required to be done to finish the same work: a million-dollar question!  

 

Visva-Bharati stands out by default and as it is a source of income everybody squeezes his/her 

pound of flesh by hook or crook. And, in case they are resisted, all the miscreants form an unholy 

alliance to endeavour to obstruct those in opposition. This is the common storyline one finds if one 

carefully dissects the long history of Visva-Bharati. Its founder, Gurudev Rabindranath Tagore 

was not spared by these opportunistic souls, as many of his autobiographical texts reveal and so 

was his eldest son, Rathindranath Tagore who was the first Vice Chancellor after Visva-Bharati 

became a central university with the tag of an institution of national importance in 1951. I don't 

want burden the readers by repeating the trend Visva-Bharati witnessed since the name of Vice 

Chancellor changed but his plight was the same as soon as he fell apart from the so-called sons of 

the soil as they felt that Visva-Bharati was their fiefdom which needed to be safeguarded even if 

that required hitting the Vice Chancellor and his like-minded colleagues below the belt.  

 

The story since the fag end of 2018, the situation appears to have transformed for variety of 

complex reasons. The miscreants took out their fangs a little earlier than what was the trend so far 

which shortened my honeymoon period from three years to just six months! Never mind. It allowed 

me to see the ugly, ferocious and immoral faces well ahead of time. I was thus fortunate enough 

to confront them earlier than my predecessors. So, the battle between good and bad began long 

before I had anticipated, which adequately prepared me for the rainy days. As I had unquestionable 

faith in the dictum - God help those who help themselves - I never had an iota of doubt to believe 

that the days of the miscreants were numbered. Because it was a battle between two uneven forces 

- one for fulfilling evil designs and another for truth - I was confident that those who stood for the 

latter would invariably rise decimating the forces to the contrary. As a cursory look at the recent 

past reveals, truth always prevails regardless of the coercive strength of those who survive on 

untruth.  

 

In the face of wild misinformation and the blatant misattribution of credit, I am here to set the 

record straight regarding the honours that Visva Bharati has recently been showered with. Under 

these circumstances, it does not seem improper to blow one's own horn.  

 

Visva-Bharati was a den of corruption; the number of classes that should have been taken teachers 

in an academic session was strikingly less; administrative staff remained their own bosses and 

hence they designed their schedule according to their priorities; they were interested in getting 
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extra money on account of duties beyond office hours, or what is identified as overtime allowances, 

in administrative parlance; office functioned in accordance with the directions of those who drew 

their authority by being blessed by the local chieftain; rules were thus conveniently ignored. 

Nobody in the office dared to raise their voice apprehending the backlashes by the political goons. 

The Vice Chancellor appeared helpless presumably because of unknown fear. Visva-Bharati 

suffered terribly due to gross financial irregularities. Prominent among them was drawing of 

money for legally endorsed benefits, like, for instance, Leave Travel Concession (LTC). An officer 

who was the disbursing authority as regards LTCs took this facility three times in succession which 

runs counter to fundamental rule of Government Financial Rules. This was a university where 

corruption was not only rampant but was also considered appropriate by almost all. Some of them 

endorsed because they were corrupt, and some prefer to remain quiet to buy peace and 

embarrassment.  

 

Visva-Bharati was thus under the control of those who did not bother to comply with established 

rules, regulations and norms governing a public institution run out of taxpayers' hard-earned 

money. It was a heaven for them as they had access to muscle power and also government 

assistance since they purportedly belonged to or associated with the ruling party.  

 

What was also bothersome was the prevalence of landsharks: many of them belong to who's who 

of Bengali elites. They were holy cows: they can be seen but not touched because they have the 

authorization to do things which are strictly forbidden for ordinary mortals. Recently a voice 

against the land grabbers created furore internationally simply because the person concerned made 

statements to please the provincial political boss which is unbecoming of him in view of his global 

reputation as an academic. So, those who grabbed Visva-Bharati's leasehold land remain outside 

the purview of legal constraints which are applicable for others. Besides, there is another way of 

grabbing land by the establishment of a deity: be it Lord Shiva or Lord Hanuman or Bajrangbali. 

By being respectful to the act, Visva-Bharati reclaimed 15 acres out of 72 acres of captured land 

since late 2018. With the application of stringent step against the financial defaulter, Visva-Bharati 

never restrained itself from combatting these land grabbers. While one is very protective of 

retaining illegal land, there is also an example of a good Samaritan who unconditionally donated 

land and house to his alma mater. Now, the department of Statistics is housed there. In so far as 

reclaiming of money which was illegally taken by those associated with Visva-Bharati is 

concerned, the amount is nearly SIX CRORES.  

 

With the unholy alliance between the evil forces and the government, the officials, including the 

Vice Chancellor of Visva-Bharati have been subject to humiliation as the government agencies 

tend to misuse the institutional authority to muzzle their voice. These designs do not seem to be as 

effective as they are assumed. As history demonstrates, the battle against injustice and unfairness 

makes the participants strong and determined to fulfill their mission regardless of consequences.  
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Since the late 2018, Visva-Bharati put a halt to those activities defaming this heritage institution. 

Many temporary constructions adjacent to students' hostels were demolished because all kinds of 

illegal activities were carried on there. By doing so, Visva-Bharati built an open-air theatre, known 

as BHARAT TIRTHA, and settled many shop-owners without paying a single penny to the local 

goons who forcibly raised levy from them before this arrangement was made. The new Mela 

ground is demarcated from the dwelling private houses by constructing boundary walls 

aesthetically compatible with the heritage architecture of Visva-Bharati.  

 

A claim is deliberately made that Visva-Bharati stopped the Heritage Poush Mela. This is a white 

lie. The Hon'ble Division Bench headed by the Hon'ble Chief Justice of Kolkata High Court have 

a verdict saying the Visva-Bharati lacks the infrastructure of holding of grand Poush Mela by being 

complaint with the stringent direction of the National Green Tribunal. We had to take the decision 

to honour the court judgement. Similar is the case of Vasanta Utsab held on the day of Holi. We 

have not stopped it. Instead of making this Utsab as a space hooliganism and perversion, we have 

been organizing Vasanta Bandana as religiously as it was held as per Gurudev's directions. So, the 

detractors are spreading lies to curry favour from those who believe in creating sensationalism and 

distortion in public mind.  

 

Recently, Visva-Bharati offered jobs to more than 400 individuals from all over the country. This 

stands in contradiction with the practice prevalent in West Bengal. No job is available without 

offering money. Two prominent persons, the earlier Education Minister and an incumbent Vice 

Chancellor (along with others) are now behind bars. This is a miracle to those who got 

appointments because they were persuaded to believe that they had to offer money in this regard. 

But, they were equally surprised when it was not there. They were selected on the basis of merit; 

the test was conducted at two levels by the Government of India-led National Testing Agency. 

Most transparent system of selection in which candidates participated from various parts of the 

country. As a result, the demographic complexion of non-teaching staff of Visva-Bharati will 

invariably change. The same formula is working in so far as the selection for teaching posts is 

concerned.  

 

This missive is a checklist of what Visva-Bharati achieved since 2018 by dint of hard work of 

those who are uncritical admirers and governed by the objective of securing the well-being of this 

Heritage University amidst stern opposition. The opponents have the courage because they are 

endowed by the support of the state authority willing to deploy coercive power to threaten those 

courageous enough to articulate a voice of opposition irrespective of adverse consequences. There 

were many who were waiting near the fence who plunged into action once the proper leadership 

was put in place. Now, Visva-Bharati is strong enough to meaningfully challenge attempts at 

thwarting any of the designs harming this great institution built by the most dedicated son of Bharat 

Mata, Gurudev Rabindranath Tagore.  
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There is a widely-circulated misconstrued notion that for Visva-Bharati to function normally, the 

Vice Chancellor needs to carry everybody associated with the Institution and also those who are 

self-proclaimed Rabindriks. This is an oxymoron claim because those who start their day with the 

plans to exploit Visva-Bharati can be transformed into Balmiki! I wonder. There are many who 

are miscreants, deviants and also thugs in and around the campus and also elsewhere. Is there any 

mechanism to put them back to rail. Differences of opinion and attitude is inherent in human 

beings. If that was not the case, Subhas Chandra Bose was not ousted from the Indian National 

Congress in 1939 due to unbridgeable politico-ideological gulf with the Mahatma. Even now, in 

contemporary politics, we have leaders of paramount importance who cannot tolerate others 

largely due to differences of opinion and attitude. Gurudev Tagore did not comply with Gandhiji's 

Non-Cooperation strategy; he differed radically from the Mahatma when the latter described the 

1934 Bihar earthquake as God's caprice since it was clearly an outcome of geological 

metamorphosis below the surface of the earth. Even today in West Bengal, will the optimism that 

the leader take everybody on board work?  It is simply impossible because we as human beings 

often hold diametrically opposite views based on partisan aims. Those who make this statement in 

the public domain are either stupid to the core or instinctively deviants or pretentious to believe 

that people are not intelligent enough to understand them as crafty but bekuf (utterly imprudent) 

of the highest order.  

 

Visva-Bharati was a nursery of corruption because of complex reasons which are identified in a 

nutshell. Now, the situation has improved. The thugs and goons have shown their places; those 

who survive on salaries from the institution have also realized that there is nothing called FREE 

LUNCH. One has to earn one's lunch by hard work and the Visva-Bharati administration is alert 

to its responsibilities. It is true that in so doing, those involved in governing this Heritage institution 

took many unpleasant decisions which led to consternation. Many of the stern administrative 

decisions ruffled feathers of many in consequence.  

 

What is the way out of the difficulties confronting Visva-Bharati and other centres for higher 

learning in many parts of the country? There is no easy answer. But it is also not desirable to avoid 

attempting to find possible way outs. One should not escape when the problem appears to be 

insurmountable; instead, one should have the courage complemented by intelligence to hold the 

bull by its horns although it is easier said than done under the present circumstances in the province 

where Visva-Bharati is located. What is of utmost importance is to build an indomitable will to 

conclusively weed out the sources seeking to cripple this great institution. It is also remembered 

that it is a team work to successfully address the difficulties striving to halt the rise of Visva-

Bharati as one of the best academic centres in the world. Gurudev Tagore played his role at the 

dawn of Visva-Bharati's journey as an alternative institution of learning; after his unparalleled 

contribution many who were politico-ideologically baptized by him also helped sustain the glory. 

Once Visva-Bharati became an institution of national importance in 1951, it functioned under the 

tutelage of Gurudev Tagore's eldest son, Rathindranath Tagore as its first Vice Chancellor. After 
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he made an ignominious exit from Visva-Bharati, many globally reputed academicians were at 

saddles of authority as Vice Chancellors; they also worked to the best of their abilities to take 

Visva-Bharati forward in accordance with their exclusive mode of understanding Gurudev 

Tagore's ideational priorities. My purpose is not to undermine the great work done by my 

predecessors; but what needs to be probed is why Visva-Bharati nosedived in the course of time. 

It was a steady decline over the years. Many of my predecessors attempted to understand this 

phenomenon once they demitted office which did not allow them to execute their design to remove 

the hurdles halting the decline. Or, they might have restrained themselves to be candid in their 

assessment to avoid being disturbed or to avoid raising unpleasant issues to please the trouble 

makers/miscreants. There is no persuasive answer to this question. There are however examples 

to substantiate that some of my predecessors bought peace in the campus by allowing the 

miscreants to enjoy the fruits of their support to the authority. This is a matter of common 

knowledge that revenue from Visva-Bharati's guest house in Kolkata was never deposited to the 

university till 2019. It was justified by the claim that the right was given to them by one Vice 

Chancellor although papers formalizing this arrangement was not available. I wonder whether it 

was just a mere statement of the miscreants which persuaded those who follow him as Vice 

Chancellor since it was an easy way to buy peace in the campus. I have no evidence to support any 

of the contention except the fact that revenue generated from the guest house went to private 

pockets. The only good thing that happened once Visva-Bharati took over the governance of the 

Kolkata Guest House was that the University received Rs. 9.54 lakh from one of the employees of 

Visva-Bharati who claimed to have authorized to keep the revenue in his custody. What is most 

appalling is that the money earned by the University was allowed to be in possession of a private 

person, and none of my predecessors dared to address this anomaly for reasons best known to 

them. The erstwhile Vice Chancellors and their team might have had compulsion which perhaps 

deterred them to undertake stern steps to address many of the issues conclusively. I admire their 

capabilities and with the foundation they built, it was easier for me to identify the lacunae. What 

was a little disturbing at the outset was the disproportionate strength of those who were not 

institutionalized to exercise authority. Unfortunately, they were the ones who remained critical for 

most of the decisions although their demand concentrated on the fulfillment of their rights and 

whenever their attention was drawn to their duties, they happily scuttled. For their benefit, they 

did not mind being illogical in stressing their demands; but for taking care of Visva-Bharati's well-

entrenched traditions, they did not seem to be so sincere. Hence, for them attendance in the 

Wednesdays prayers is not an important consideration; many teachers also join them although, at 

the drop of the hat, they defend their irregularities as well in the name of the bard. What an irony?  

 

What to do to set things right in this heritage site? Many detractors have already started barking 

because Santiniketan was not recognised as a global Heritage Site despite, as they claimed, their 

hard work. The leading dailies in West Bengal highlighted this aspect seemingly to give credit to 

the failed individuals. It is as if to celebrate the passing out of a candidate despite having failed to 

pass in the past. We happily recognize the role of the entire citizenry of the province, the country 
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and the globe because Gurudev Tagore was always for universal humanism. Along with this 

statement, we are also aware that the principal architect of this recognition is Gurudev 

Rabindranath Tagore who conceptualized humanity differently and also creatively which allowed 

those serving Visva-Bharati since 2018 to realize the mission pursued by many of the Tagore 

devotees.  

 

Now, the responsibility of maintaining the Heritage status is enormous. We need support from all. 

Whatever was made possible with the personal care of our Hon'ble Chancellor, our Hon'ble Prime 

Minister, Shri Narendra Modiji, the Hon'ble Education Minister, Dharmendra Pradhanji, the 

Hon'ble Minister of Culture, Shri G Kishan Reddy the Hon'ble Director General of Archeological 

Survey of India needs to be taken care of so that it is not lost. The help received from the state 

government led by the Hon'ble Chief Minister, Shrimoti Mamata Banerjee deserves appreciation. 

We earnestly request the Hon'ble Chief Minister to return the road to Visva-Bharati that passes 

through the Ashram. The plying of mechanical vehicles will affect the buildings located next the 

road which will be possible with regular monitoring. This is not the time to fight over the 

deliberately created differences; now, it is an occasion to come together to work for the Heritage 

Site so that we avoid being branded as incapable in sustaining the glory. We must rescind the habit 

of putting blame on the Vice Chancellor and his team if something goes wrong somewhere while, 

for taking credits, there is a rat race among the detractors who begin their days with a prayer to the 

almighty to harm those working for Visva-Bharati's well-being and go to bed with the same prayer. 

Visva-Bharati belongs to humanity and it is required to be protected by all. There is no place in 

this Heritage Site for anybody to engage in activities contrary to Gurudev Tagore's ideational 

vision.  

 

As mentioned above, there is no shortcut to accomplish the predetermined goals. A well-defined 

plan is necessary which needs to be backed by hard work of those who also have an identical 

mission. We must also undertake activities to generate interests among those who appear 

indifferent to Visva-Bharati for reasons which are not always fathomable. In view of the Heritage 

tag by UNESCO, it is incumbent also on the stakeholders to participate in those activities which 

are tuned to the protection of Visva-Bharati as a global Heritage Site. Core here is an earnest 

request to all for safeguarding the Tagore-founded Visva-Bharati.  

 

At the end, let me reiterate that the aim of my missives is to not to dig and churn out issues which 

are likely to create ill-will among those associated with this globally-reputed institution. Instead, 

my objective is to raise those issues which are complementary to the rise of Visva-Bharati as an 

exalted academic institution comparable with any of the universities elsewhere in the world. This 

is a mission which cannot be fulfilled by a handful of people however dedicated they may; what 

is thus required is to create a milieu in which everybody here in Santiniketan and outside is drawn 

to the goal. 
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The objective of missives is to document my experiences while being a member of Visva-Bharati 

Parivar. For me, to serve Visva-Bharati as its Vice Chancellor is a god send opportunity for at least 

two reasons:(a) by being at Visva-Bharati, I have an opportunity to fulfil my dream since my 

college days. I wanted to write a political biography of Gurudev Rabindranath Tagore since he 

was not just a littérateur; he was an innovative thinker who creatively conceptualized many socio-

cultural and politico-ideological issues. Unfortunately, this aspect of Gurudev Tagore's ideas has 

not received adequate scholarly attention so far. He was studied primarily for his literary prowess. 

Again, with the blessings of the Almighty and support of my colleagues here, it was possible for 

me accomplish this feat; and (b) as an integral part of Visva-Bharati, it was also possible for me to 

baptized and later internalized the distinctive cultural ethos which Gurudev Tagore evolved 

innovatively during his worldly existence. For me, Visva-Bharati is a different world together 

which, despite being surrounded by semi-urban milieu, has succeeded, so far, in retaining it's old 

charm. Amidst adversaries and politically empowered forces, this institution of national 

importance continues nurture the legacies which emerged when it came into being in 1921. The 

holding of Wednesdays prayers without interruption since it was introduced in the Ashram is a 

testimony of collective respect for Gurudev Tagore's ideational preferences. Other cultural 

programmes, held to commemorate the arrival of new seasons are manifestation of how the 

founder sought to connect the Visva-Bharati Parivar with nature and the surrounding world.  

 

An institution becomes a source of inspiration not because of the infrastructure but also because 

of those who, by their devotion, make it lively and vibrant. I am privileged in this respect because 

my detractors, colleagues and the outsiders, allowed me to be acquainted with the bad and ugly 

side of humanity and those who were like-minded strengthened my belief that humanism would 

always prevail. I have no grudge to anybody. The fierce critics helped me understand many of the 

petty tricks to rattle another individual which also made me far more tolerant than what I was when 

I came from Germany. I was a teacher then; now, I am a human being with precious experiences 

which I would not have had without being Visva-Bharati's Vice Chancellor. So, big Salam to all 

for making my wirehouse of experiences rich and enviable.  

 

The allegory 

Shailapur is now happy because those who were determined to disturb peace in the past have 

received a big slap from an unknown corner. Dhurto Hen, Kuhipriyo Bekar, Atripta Kattakarya, 

Bakshkak Kattakarya are now quiet because the reward which Shailapur received was 

inconceivable since they endeavoured hard to stop the awarding agency to confer this distinction 

on Shailapur. Their chamchas are equally disappointed because of the failure of their bosses' 

incapability. They became empty vessels which just sounded much. They are thus not visible 

except throwing futile tantrums now and then among those who prefer to be misled as it gave them 

false hopes. Dhurto Hen is away in his safe house, located several thousand miles away from 

Shailapur. His admirers seem to have been hallucinated since he bows down before Maharani to 

attainl his partisan gains while those who remained with him in the rainy days were left behind 
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although they nurture hopes that one day Dhurto Hen would throw Haddis or something to their 

benefit. Alas, there are soulless people in this world who continue to be deceived by those who are 

relatively smarter than them. The outcome is obvious as history demonstrates: they survive as 

parasites and hope rather endlessly that these crafty individuals will have mercy on them surviving 

on false optimism! 

 

The Sardar is the happiest person under the Sun along with those who have never lost hope in his 

capacity to do what appears to be unthinkable and hence inconceivable. Being aware that this 

global recognition was made possible despite the planned opposition by Dhurto Hen and heartless 

and mindless blind supporters, the Sardar expressed his gratitude to all who have been  working 

for villagers' well-being and also contributing to the sustenance of village's glory. Maharani was 

disappointed, for obvious reasons because her tricks boomeranged. Hence what she did caused 

laughter although it was integrally linked with her whimsical behaviour: as soon as the 

announcement for this glory for Shailapur was made, she, despite being far away from the village, 

immediately plunged into action by claiming that it was possible for her efforts and also those 

parasites who moved around her to get at least left-over food and other items which Maharani 

might not have liked as she was not in a mood to have them. Unfortunately, these dependent souls 

survive like this although the Maharani is very skeptical about those who surround her as bees 

moved around the queen bee. Hence, she is ruthless in kicking out many of those who did not live 

upto the standard of servility she expects. Their devotion to Maharani landed them in jail also. But 

that is the price one should be prepared to pay to enjoy life even for few days. 

 

Sardar is also contented because now there is team of workers with steadfast commitment to the 

glory of Shailapur. He has another reason to be joyous because the founder of Shailapur always 

believed that hard work would result in achievements which were elusive so long as people have 

commitments and urge to fulfill them. So, the global recognition to Shailapur is a tribute to that 

great soul who sacrificed a great deal to make the village a centre realizing those aims which 

became peripheral among human beings. His world was one of humanism and not a space for 

dehumanizing humanity. With the involvement of Sardar since he arrived on the scene, the task 

that the founder of Shailapur always privileged appeared to have become critical again for 

humanity. Nonetheless, Sardar warns that Dhurto Hen and his blind followers have not been 

completely routed; hence those with commitment to safeguard humanism everywhere need to be 

alert and ready to fight again for the goal, the Shailapur founder never undermined.  

 

The battle in Shailapur against strong detractors is a lesson of history. It confirms that Dhurto Hen 

is not one; he represent an evil force which means that there are always the possibilities when 

humanism will be attacked and sacrificed since it is a deterrent to the goals for which noble souls, 

like the founder of Shailapur, selflessly worked day and night for humanity. There is always the 

hope that this isaberration of history since humanism always triumphs. We are fortunate that the 

Almighty sends human beings whenever their future is at stake. So Dhuto Hen is a member of a 
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minority who, however venomous he may be, is as ephemeral as a bubble in the well. The morale 

of this allegory is thus a repetition of a historical truth, viz., humanism ultimately triumphs despite 

apprehension to the contrary. 

 

Prof. Bidyut Chakrabarty 

Vice Chancellor,Visva-Bharati 

Santiniketan 

01 October, 2023 

 

একটি রূপক  

যারা অতীতত শৈলপুতরর ৈান্তি ন্তিন্তিত করার জন্য িদ্ধপন্তরকর ন্তিল তারা অজান্া প্রাি থেতক িৃহৎ চতপটাঘাতত ন্তিপযযস্ত 

িতল এখন্ থেখাতন্ েুখ-ৈান্তি ন্তিরাজ করতি। ধূতয  থহন্, কুন্তপ্রয় থিকার, অতৃপ্ত কত্তাকাযয, ভক্ষক কত্তাকাযয আপাতত 

ৈাি – শৈলপুর যাতত পুরস্কাতরর স্বীকৃন্তত ন্া পায় থেজন্য পুরস্কার প্রদান্কারীতদর ন্ান্া ভাতি োমাতন্ার থচষ্টা কতরও থয 

তারা িযেয হতি থে কো ভািতত পাতরন্তন্। তাতদর ‘চামচিৃন্দ’ও একই রকম হতাৈ – তাতদর প্রভুতদর প্রয়াে িৃত্থা যাতি 

ভাতিন্তন্। তারা েুপ্রচুর ৈব্দ করা ৈূন্য কলে মাত্র।  তাতদর আর থদখা যাতে ন্া, যারা ন্তদৈাহীন্ অলীক আৈা ন্তদতয়ন্তিল 

তাতদর প্রন্তত থকিল মাতে মাতে ন্তন্ষ্ফল আতরাৈ প্রদৈযন্ করতি।  ধূতয  থহন্ শৈলপুর থেতক িহুতরাৈ দূতর এখন্ ন্তন্রাপদ 

আশ্রতয়। মহারান্তন্র কাতি িযন্তিগত লাতভর জন্য মাো ন্ত করায় ধূতয  থহতন্র গুণগ্রাহীরা যারা দুঃতখর ির্যায় তার েঙ্গী 

ন্তিল তারা থপিতন্ পতে রইল, প্রতান্তরত হতয়ও তারা মতন্ মতন্ এই আৈা থপার্ণ কতর হয়ততা থকাতন্ান্তদন্ ধূতয  থহন্ 

তাতদর ন্তদতক লাতভর ‘হান্তি’ ন্তকম্বা থে-জাতীয় ন্তকিু িুতে থদতি। হায় থর! এই পৃন্তেিীতত আত্মতিাধহীন্ মানু্তর্রা 

ন্তচরকালই তাতদর থেতক চতুর-চকচতক মানু্তর্র দ্বারা প্রতান্তরত হয়।  এর ফলাফল ইন্ততহাতে থলখা আতি: থকৌৈলী 

মানু্র্তদর দান্তক্ষতণয থিেঁতচ োকতি এই িযেয আৈা ন্তন্তয় পরজীিীরা অন্তস্তত্ব িজায় রাতখ।     

 

 

েদয ার আর তােঁ র থেই অনু্গামীরা যারা স্বীকৃন্তত প্রান্তপ্ত অন্তচিন্ীয় ও অেম্ভি থজতন্ও েদয াতরর োমতেয ন্তিশ্বাে থরতখন্তিল এই 

মুহূততয  েূতযযর ন্তন্ম্নিতী ন্তিতশ্ব তারাই েিতচতয় খুন্তৈ।  ধূতয  থহন্ ও তার হৃদয়হীন্-মন্তস্তষ্কৈূন্য অন্ধ েমেযকতদর পন্তরকন্তিত 

ন্তিতরান্তধতা েতেও এই আিজয ান্ততক স্বীকৃন্তত পাওয়া থগতি েদয ার একো জাতন্ন্ এিং যােঁ রা পল্লীর উন্নয়তন্র ও গন্তরমািৃন্তদ্ধর 

জন্য কাজ কতরতিন্ তােঁ তদর প্রন্তত ন্ততন্তন্ ধন্যিাদ জ্ঞাপন্ কতরতিন্। মহারান্তন্ স্বভািতই অখুন্তৈ, তার থকৌৈল ‘িুতমরাং’ 

হতয় থগতি। তার কাজ হােযকর ততি  এেিই তার খামতখয়ান্তল হুজুতগপন্ার েতঙ্গ েংগন্ততপূণয: শৈলপুতরর গন্তরমাময় 

স্বীকৃন্তত থঘান্তর্ত হওয়ার েতঙ্গ  েতঙ্গ থেখান্ থেতক  িহুদূতর োকতলও মহারান্তন্ োেঁ ন্তপতয় পতে দান্তি কতর তার ও তার 

চারপাতৈর পরজীিী োতঙ্গাপাঙ্গরা যারা তার ভুিািতৈতর্র অতপক্ষায় ঘুরঘুর কতর তাতদর কাতজর েুিাতদই এই স্বীকৃন্তত 

জুতটতি। দভয াগযিৈত, এই পরজীিীরা এভাতিই তাতদর অন্তস্তত্ব িজায় রাখতত চায় – মহারান্তন্ অিৈয রান্তন্ থমৌমান্তির 
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মততা তার চারপাতৈ োকা থমৌমান্তিতদর েম্বতন্ধ গভীরভাতি েন্তন্দহান্। যতটা আনু্গতয  তাতদর কাি থেতক আৈা কতর 

তা ন্া-থপতলই ন্তন্দয য় পদাঘাতত মহারান্তন্ তাতদর িন্তহষ্কার কতর। মহারান্তন্র প্রন্তত আনু্গততযর ফতল তাতদর হাজতিােও 

করতত হয়। ন্তকিুন্তদতন্র জন্য জীিন্ উপতভাতগর েুিাতদ এই মূলয প্রদাতন্র জন্য তাতদর প্রস্তুত োকতত হতি।   

 

েদয ার তৃপ্ত, কারণ শৈলপুতরর থগৌরতির জন্য দৃঢ়ন্তচত্ত তযাগন্তন্ষ্ঠ কমীর দল গতে উতেতি। ন্ততন্তন্ আতরকটি কারতণও খুন্তৈ 

– শৈলপুতরর প্রন্ততষ্ঠাতা মতন্ করততন্ কতোর শ্রমই োফতলযর উপায়, থে ন্তিশ্বাতের প্রন্তত যাতদর আস্থা ন্তিল ন্া তযাগন্তন্ষ্ঠ 

কমীতদর থদতখ এিার তারা তা স্বীকার করতি। থেই মহান্ আত্মা, ন্তযন্তন্ একটি গ্রামতক থকন্দ্র কতর মান্িতার েিযাত্মক লক্ষয 

পূণয করার  জন্য আত্মতযাগ স্বীকার কতরন্তিতলন্,  শৈলপুতরর আিজয ান্ততক স্বীকৃন্তত তােঁ রই প্রন্তত ন্তন্তিন্তদত। তােঁ র জগৎ 

মান্িতার জগৎ, মানু্র্তক অিমান্িান্তয়ত করার জন্য থেটি গতে ওতেন্তন্। েদয ার যখন্ শৈলপুতর উপন্ীত হতলন্ তখন্ 

থেতকই তােঁ র গভীর মতন্াতযাগ  শৈলপুতরর প্রন্ততষ্ঠাতার আদতৈযর প্রন্তত ন্তন্তিন্তদত কারণ মান্িতার জন্য তা পুন্রায় গুরুত্বপূণয 

হতয় উতেন্তিল। েদয ার এই মতময োিধান্ করতত চান্ থয, ধূতয  থহন্ ও তার অনু্গামীরাই থকিল  েমূ্পণয পরাভূত হতয়তি 

তাই ন্য় শৈলপুতরর স্থপন্তয়তার  আদতৈযর পতক্ষ েতচতন্ ভাতি লোইতয়র জন্য আিারও প্রস্তুত োকতত হতি।    

ক্ষমতাৈালীর ন্তিরুতদ্ধ আপন্তত্তজন্ক লোই করতল কী হয় ইন্ততহাতের থেতক এই ন্তৈক্ষা শৈলপুর থপল। থয অশুভ 

প্রন্ততৈন্তি মান্িতািাতদর ন্তিতরাধী, ধূতয  থহন্ তাতদরই প্রন্ততন্তন্ন্তধ হতয় শৈলপুতরর স্থপন্তত ও তােঁ র অনু্গামীতদর ন্তদিারান্তত্র 

আত্মতযাতগ গতে ওো এই প্রন্ততষ্ঠাতন্র ন্তিরুতদ্ধ কাজ কতরতি, এ কো েুন্তন্ন্তিত ভাতিই িলা চতল। যখন্ থেতক 

মান্িতার জয় থঘান্তর্ত হতয়তি তখন্ থেতকই ইন্ততহাতের মতধয এই ন্তিকৃতিাদীতদর ন্তিরুতদ্ধ জতয়র আৈা থজতগ 

উতেতি। আমরা ভাগযিান্ যখন্ই মান্ব্জান্ততর ভন্তির্যতত েংকট থন্তম আতে তখন্ই েিযৈন্তিমান্ প্রকৃত মান্িতদর 

থপ্ররণ কতরন্।  েুতরাং ধূতয  থহন্ েংখযালঘু েম্প্রদাতয়র প্রন্ততন্তন্ন্তধ, তার েুৎকাতর যতই ন্তির্ োকুক ন্া থকন্ কুতয়ার 

মতধযর িুদু্বতদর মততা তা ন্তমন্তলতয় যায়। এই রূপতকর োরকো হল, ইন্ততহাতের পুন্রািৃত্ত েতয:  মান্িতাই  থৈর্ অিন্তধ 

েমস্ত প্রন্ততকূল ৈন্তির ন্তিরুতদ্ধ িার িার জয়ী হয় z 

 

প্রফেসর বিদ্যুৎ চক্রির্তী 

উপাচার্য, বিশ্বভারর্তী 

শাবিবিফের্তি 
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